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CHAPTER 1 INTROD U CTION 
Inflation is an important concern fo r most people and it is also a enous macroeco-
nomic problem confronting policymakers. vVhat is inflation? By definition. inflation is a 
.. persis tent .. upward movement in ·'the general price le\·el of goods and sen·ices··. ~otice 
I hat it concerns the aeneral le\-el of price . not ju · t one or two individual price . and it 
is a continuina phenomenon, not ju I a sin ale increa e in the price level. The measure-
ment of observed rates of inflation is the rate of change of an index of prices s uch a the 
l mplicit Price De flat or for Gross ~ ational P roduct ( IP DGNP ) or the C'on umer Price 
Index (C'PI). 
Review of Inflation in U .S. 
Here. we will re\·iew che l" .. time ene data on inflation mea ured by fixed-weight 
GNP price deflater. Figure l .1 plots quarcerly rates of inflation from Ql 19.57 to 
Ql 199·L and Table 1.1 reports average annual rates of inflation o\·er ome important 
pe riods . Q,·er the past almost fo rty years, t.he average annual rate of inflation was 4.416 
percent. hown in the fir t row of Table l.l. Before Q3 1967 the average rate of in-
flat ion was 2.116 percent per year; thi s was a period of low and steady inflation. This 
wa followed by a slow climb in inflation from Q3 l!J67 to Q2 1910. the rate of infla-
tion a.Yeraged about .5. 123 percent. HoweYer . dramatic change · in inflation occurred in 
Q3 1970, Q-1 ll 10 and Ql 1911. After that. the rate rose slowly acrain. The a\·erage 
rate of inflation wa about 5. 119 percent per year from Q2 1971 to Q4 1973. In the pe-
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riods Ql l!Jll - Ql 19i".5 and QL 19 0 -Q-! 19 l. there were t\\"O inflationary burst · as 
the inflation rate rose to .5. 1.. percent and above. The rate of inflation we nt down sharply 
from a peak o f nearly 11.12 percent in Q l 19 0 - Q4 lOd to rnlue below .).v l percent 
for Ql 19, 2- Q •l 19 5. During Ql 19c6- Q4, 19 9. the rate of inflation averaged about 
3.52 percent per year. Aft e r 1990 the inflation rate continuously fell to a bout 1.:36 
percent in Q3 11992. Q3 1993 and Q4 1993. For Ql UlflO-Ql 199-1.. the a\·crage rate of 
inflation was low al about 2.96L percent per year. 
Table 1.1 The a\·erage annual rat es of inflation over some important periods 
Period .-\Ye rage Rate o f T n Ration 
Q l 195 I - Q 1 1994 -!.-U6 
Before Q31 1967 2.116 
Q3 1961-Q2 1 IO 5.12:3 
Q211971- Q-1 11913 .). 119 
Ql 1974- Q-t 1915 . 64 
Ql 119 0 - Q4/ 19 l 9.2 
Qll92-Q-!19.5 -!.020 
Ql ' 19 6 -Q4, 19 9 3 .. 52 
After Ql 1990 2.961. 
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Figure 1.1 T'hc .S. quarterly rale of inflaLion, Q I / J 9!)7 - QI / 1994 
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Statement of the Proble m 
During everal decades, many nrncroeconomis t haH' presented a variety of theorie 
and built different models to explain inflation. Forecasters and inflation analy ts have 
tried to predict and understand (he variables which a ffect inflation. There are several 
schools of macroeconomic thought uch as monetari m. Keynesian. ~ew Classical Eco-
nomic and expectation -augmented Phillip cun·e. In the monetari m \·iew. which i 
similar to modern \·ersions of the quantity theory of money. inflation i primarily a mon-
etary phenomenon. Change in the money supply have primary effect on the price level. 
e pecially ove r the long run. The evidence show that money growth and inflation are 
not related closely in the hort period. and monetari s t - gene rally belie\·e that monetary 
policy ha powerfu l short-term effects on the real t>conomic activity. In th<' Keynesian 
\·iew. economic slack as measured by the unemployment rate is important in explaining 
the rate of inflat ion. Inflation reacts po itively lo exec demand for good and sen ·ices. 
and negatiYely to exces upply. Changes in the rate of inflation are determined by the 
gap between potential output and actual output. and also by exogenous forces. The .\ew 
Classical Economics (rational expectations macroeconomics) a sumes continuous market 
clearing and rational behavior , but introduces incomplete informat ion about prices. The 
rational expectations model with instantaneous market clearincr claim that inflation ad-
just immediately and fully to change in anticipated monetary policy. The proposition 
of expectat ions-aucrmented Phillip · cun·e are that inflation adju t crradually in response 
to chancres in economic lack due to adapt ive expect at ion · and nominal wage and price 
riaidit ies . Beyond these basic concept . there are many branches hav·ing controversial 
propo it ion and varietie of model . \\" hich theory can explain the mo t ? \\"h ich model 
can predict well? Whom ·hould we beJie,·e? Ha lag and O zment ( 1991 ) have :merge ted 
t.hat a gene ral model combining t he monetarist and expectat ions-auo-rnented Phillips-
curve models i a good approach with s trong exp lanatory power on inflation. They 
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argue that the monetarist n10d1•l ignore the nonmonetary effects and the expectation -
augmented Phillips-cun·e model - ignore the monetary e ffect -. ·o that thee two model 
by them eln• do not explain inflation ufficiently a nd succes fully. Howe\·er. the o-eneral 
model encompasses the monetari st and expectations-augmented Phillips-curve model 
a nd yields better predictions of the rate of in flati on t.han either of the two indi,·idual 
models . They re tained all rnriables of these two model . But doe the general model 
really explain the rate of inflation adequately if we extend the ample period ? 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to le t whether the gene ral model is superior to either 
the monetari t or expectations-auo-mented Phillip -cun·e models by u int?; the L . quar-
terly data from QJ 19.57 to Q1 1 1994. This study basically uses the models uggested 
by Haslag a nd Ozment. The ample period i extend from 19.59 - 19 lo 19.)7 - 1994. 
However . the data collected are a little different and the method of ·electing the ap-
propriate lag lengths is also different. We belie,·e that the result of this tudy proYide 
bet te r explanatory power on the rate of inflation from 19.57 to 1994. 
Organization 
Thi study is o rganized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive review of 
variou studie of inflation. C hapt e r 3 identifies theoreti cal models and empiri cal mod-
els: the monetarist model. the xpectations-aug;mented Phillip -cun·e model and the 
o-eneral model. C hapter 4: contains data description and methodoloo-y. elect ion of the 
appropriate lagged ,·alues of dependent and independent ,·ariables , regre-sion results and 
fo recast p erformance. and compares the different result s. Chap te r .) pro,·ides a ummary 
of the result and conclusion of thi s tudy. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATU RE REVIEW 
\ Iuch liter ature ha been published on the topic of inflation. \lacroeconomic analy t s 
ha\·e explored the causes of inflation. \ Toney growl h ha· been considered the main causal 
factor fo r infl ation, especially in the long term. However . many nonmonetary factors 
uch as relative price of energy, relati\·e price of food. government expenditure . actual 
output, potential output. capac ity utilization , the unemployment rate. the natural rate 
of unemployment. the foreign exchange rnlue of the dollar. ~rowlh in private and public 
debt and interest rates a re thought to influe nce t he inflation rate. 
Barth and Bennett ( 1975) empirically tested the causal relations hips among four 
economic vari ab les in the post -World War lI pe riod. These vari ables are the wholesale 
price index. the consumer price index. the money 5upply. and the hourly wage of pro-
duction workers. There are two basic schools of thought on inflation: cost-push and 
demand-pull. The cost-push advocates ha\·e insi ted that the sou rce of ri sing price is 
market power rather than excess demand. \Vage are rai sed by st rong labor unions, and 
price increase as wage costs are pas ed on to consumers. Besides thi s, there is another 
kind of market power. Prices are increa ed directly by oliaopoli ti c firm . This ,·iew im-
plie that when the monetary authority ,·alidate inflation to eliminate unemployment. 
the money supply is increased in response to the ri e in the price Je,·el. In the view of 
demand-pull adherent or t he monetarist , inflation occurs becau e of excessive money 
growth or too much money chasing too few goods. This view implie that the monetary 
authority causes inflation by permitting a n excessive rate of increase in the nomi nal 
tock of money. If the inflation i primary demand-pull it mean that there is a uni di-
rectional causal chain from the ~tock of money to pricf'~. C'on,·ersely. if the cost-pu h 
theory is co rrect. the urudirectional causal chain is from price to money. Fu rt her more, 
a unidirectional causal chain from wages to prices hould be ob en·ed if labor union 
activity has caused the cost -pus h phenomenon. Barth and Bennett concluded there 
is a unidirectional causal link running from money to wholesale and consumer prices. 
They also found unidirectional causality running from consumer prices to wages. Their 
findings indicate the rate of inflation over the post- \ \ "orld \\'ar fI period re ulted from 
increase in the money supply. It is a demand-pull phenomenon. i.e .. the re -ult s support 
the monetarist. vi ew. These res ult s are consistent with :\Tilton Friedman's argument that 
")onu-period changes in the quantity of money relatin~ to output determine t he secu la r 
beha,·ior of prices. ubstantial expansions in the quantity of money over hort period 
have been a major proximate ·ource for the accompanying inflation in prices' ' ;p.277,. 
Finally, they s11ggested t hat monetary policy is the appropriate weapon in the fight 
against inflation. 
Andersen and Karno ky ( l917 ) investigated th e role of the growth rate of money 
as a factor leadina to inflation. They used the modified t. Louis Federal Resen·e Bank 
model. In the original model. t he influence of monetary policy action wa measured by 
changes in the money stock anc.l fiscal policy action were measured by high-employment 
g:o,·ernment expenditures. The model incorporated a recursi ,.e macroeconomic process. 
The recursive proces was that one block decided changes in nominal GNP. and a second 
block decided the division of a gi,·en change in nominal G.\1 P into changes in output and 
changes in t he price level. In the mod ified St.Loui~ model the stru ctural equations of 
each block are pecified and these parameters are e~timat ed by the di rect e timation of 
reduced fo rm equations. All equations are pecified a lo_g-linear in the rnriables. In addi-
tion . the modified model adds ome exoaenous variables. Ander en and Karnosky fo und 
that money growth was the basic source of inflation. When money growth increases ag-
greaate nominal pending increa, e and market beha,·ior of firm and uppliers of labor 
se rvice then leads to a fa::.ter rate of price increa::-e. They al o fou nd that the faster 
growth of a.e;uregate spending yields changes in the price level. unit labor co::.t s . wage 
payments. and output per labor-hour. 
Tatom ( 19 I ) tes ted a reduced-form model for nominal G~ P. the price level and 
the unemployment rate to explain and assess t he magn itude of energy price effects. 
His hypothe is was that an increase in the price of energy resources relat i\·e to the 
price of busines output re ult s in lower potential output, producti\·ity and the optimal 
capita l intensit y of prod uctio n . ln addition. when energy price r ise . the rate of inflation 
moves in t he same di rection. Be -ides. t here are te mporary effec ts on total p ending and 
employment. He found that during the periods of 197 l-1975 and 1979-19 0 when energy 
prices increa ed. potential out put and producti\·ity decrea ed . and the rate of inflation 
increa ed. Furthermore, total spend ing, actual ou tput and the unemployment rate were 
affected tem porarily by the ri se in eneray prices been.use of imperfect p rice fl exibility. 
He concluded that changes in the energy price affec t the rate of inflation . 
Fama (19 2) used money-demand theory and a ra tional-expec tations \·er·io n of the 
quantity theory o f money to analyze inflation. He asce rtai ned that monthly, quarterly 
and annual data. consistently indicate that rates of inflation have a pos iti ve relationship 
with t he growth rate of money and a negative re la t ionship with the growth ra te of 
real activity. He al o found t hat the monetary ba::.e (cu rrency and bank re en·es held 
against depo it:. ) is Lhe relevant monetary factor in the inflation proce sand that demand 
depos its ( the major component of l\ll ) are irrele \·ant. In addition. inte rest ra t es con tain 
the bes t possible forecasts of inflation in efficient market s. 
Hafer (19 3) fHo,·ided some evidence about t he monetan · and nonmonetan· factors in - -
explaining the rate of inflation. He reported that the a\·eraae rate of money growth and 
t he relati\·e price of energy are correlated with inflation, and that the respon e of inflation 
lo these variables is d ifferent in the long run from the hort run. During the long ru n . 
there is a one- to-one correspondence between money growth and inflation. O n the other 
hand . nonrnonetary factors han· an important bearing on tht> inflation rate in the shorter 
term. He al ~o presented a model showing that money growl h and relati\·e t'ne rgy price 
effect - are u::.cful in foreca. ting short-term movement in inflation. The foreca t results 
s howed that the relative energy price influenced significant ly the trend of inflation, and 
the relative ene rgy price explains the difference between the act ual rate of inflation and 
the rate determined by money growth alone. In 19 4. Hafer published another paper on 
inflation. In this paper he again emphasized that inflation co rrespond to the t rend of 
money growth over lhe long run and that relative energy price affects short -run inflation. 
However he a lso added the relative food price as an important determinant of short-run 
inflation. In other words. these two components. relati\·e energy price and relative food 
price. temporally are significant factors influencing the rate of inflation . 
King and Plosse r ( 19 4) provided a theoretical model which included two productiYe 
secto rs with one intermediate and one final good. T he tuode l indicates that the variat ions 
in external money. real actiYity, the nominal interest rate, and a measure of the cost of 
banking serYices are important in explaininO' the mO\·ements in the price level. 
Hill and Robin -on ( 19 9) indicated that nonmonetary factor such as the gap bet ween 
actual output and potential out put. changes in com modity prices. movements in the 
foreign exchange rnlue of the dollar. and growth in private and public debt can be useful 
to predict inflation. Although money ~rowth is the ource of inflation . it doc not mean 
the past changes in the money upply can forecast the rate of inflation well. Inflation 
ultimately occurs when the money s upply exceeds money demand, and t'xce s money 
growth produces an aggregate excess in the demand for O'Oods and se rvi ce~. There are 
direct and indirect effects on product prices. The indirect effect is throuµ:h the factor 
markets and the costs of production. In order to satisfy I he demand for products. firms 
hire more labor and buy more raw facto rs of production. This high demand for the labor 
and factors leads to hortages, and wages and the factor price ri se. The rise in the factor 
price i passed through to product prices. This analy i implies that information on 
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factor !>Carcity and factor price::. should be useful in predicting inflation. They te ted 
whethe r the wa"e growth and measure of factor carcity are good predictors on inflation. 
The wage !!;rowth i measured a the growth in the total compensation of nonfarm 
employees. The factor carcity is meas ured as the labor scarcity which is the difference 
between the unemployme nt rate a nd an estimate of the natural rate of unemployment 
and as capital scarcity which i::. the capacity utili zation rate . They predicted inflation in 
the 19 0 with a forecastinu model which is deri,·ed from an analysi of inflation in[. 
consumer price from 1960 to 1\:) 0. They concluded that during the 19 Os . wage g rowth 
and factor scarcity ha,·e proven more accurate as predic to rs of inflation than have Ml 
growt h and ~ f 2 11;rowth. 
Ball ( 19H3 ) ascertained that inflation occurs when the growth rate of money supply 
continuous ly exceed the growth rate of output . Beyond that. the a\·eraue rate of in· 
Aation is decided by the difference between the average rat.e of money g rowth and the 
average growt h rate of output. In practice, mo ney growth is the most e !)e ntial factor 
and vari ation in output growth is the second one. Howe,·er . variou demand hocks 
such as government spending and price hocks such as food and energy prices should be 
responsible for the fluctuation of inflation ove r shorter periods. He thought that after 
1950 the year- lo-year fluctuations in L ' . inflation are mostly explained by the demand 
and price shocks. He also indicated that short -term chanues in inflation affect the trend 
of long-term inflation because of inflationary expectation . 
Weiner ( 1994) pointed out the rel at ions hip between the nat ural rate of unemploy-
ment and inflationary pressures. The natural rate of unemployment. the lowest po si ble 
unemployment rate that is consi tent with stable inflation, is not ob-errnble but can 
bee tiruated. He presented e timate of the natural rate and the actual ,·alue of the 
unemployment rate from 1961 to 1994. He found t hat the actual unemployment rate has 
eldom equaled the natural unemployment rate . The relati,·ely high le,·el of t he natural 
rate stem from an imperfect lahor market. Indi,·iduals a re unemployed at the natural 
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rate becau:.e they may ha,:e the wrong ~ kills . have le:, mot i mt ion to accept jobs . live 
in the wron~ place or their reserrntion wages are to hig;h too be hired by employer . In 
the 1970 the natural rate of unemployment was high becau::.e the ·hare of women and 
yo uths in the labor force was growing. and the two oil hock and productivity decline 
enhanced the cost of labor. [n the 19 0 a nd 1990 . the natural ra te of unemployment 
fell ·omewhat due to demographic trends uch as the rapid decrease in the share of 
youths in the labor force. Force tending to keep the natural rate high include the de-
cl.ine in manufacturing jobs relative to ·e rvice job- . the gap between high-technology 
job requirements and low-technology labo r -kills. and the downsizing and restructu ring 
of firms. The unemployment gap between the actual unemployment rat e and the nat-
ural unemployment rate is an indicator of inflationary forces. The unemployment gap 
equals the actual unemployment rate minus the natural unemployment rate . \\.hen the 
gap is negative, the actual unemployment rate is below the natural unemployment rate. 
C'om·ersely, when the gap is positive. the actual unemployment rate is above the natu-
ral unemployment rate. A negative gap is associated with rising inflation in historical 
experi ence. 
Garner ( 1994) argued that capacity utilization is still a reliable indicator of infla-
tionary pre sures. When real output grows sharply. competition for scarce producti,·e 
resource puls direct pressure on waae and other production cost and then consumer 
price inflation increases. ome economi t s have claimed that the relationship between 
the capacity utilization rate (w hich mea ure the percent of the nation"s indu t rial ca-
pacity currently in use) and the in flat ion rate is no longer \•alid because of the areater 
openness of the economy. hortages of domestic good::. can be offset with the imported 
goods . ~Ioreover . capacity is not a constraint on economic growth becau e of the cor-
por.ate reengineering, adoption of new computer and telecommunication technologies . 
and high levels of business equipment investment . Howe,·er, Garner provided evidence 
to the effect that capacity utilization rate is related to the rate of inflation reaardless 
L:? 
of inte rnational trade. rapid technological improvement or busine ·s iO\·e~ tment. \fo-t 
dome tic goods and en·ice are not traded internationally o that much of nalional 
out put i effectively insulated from foreign nrnrket s. Furthermore. foreign products are 
not us ually perfect substitutes for domestic resident s. 
Modigliani and Papademos ( 197.S) obsen·cd that money growth presents ve ry lilt. le 
significance to explain the rate of inflation. when the le\'el of unemployment and many 
other nonmonetary variables are present in the model. 
DaYid on ( 1D 2) empha ized that it is not necessary and 1s counterproductive to 
concent rat e on short-run price movements. The policymakers hould focus on the ap-
propriate long-run monetary uoal and ignore ~ho rt - run measurements of inflation because 
the monetary policies to fight short-run changes in the rate of inflation increase t he ri - k 
of higher underlying or lonu-run trend of inflation. The short-run tight money following 
s hort-run infl ation helps to gene rate recess ionary conditions. resul ting in longe r periods 
of expansionary monetary policy and an increa e in the trend growth rate of the money 
upply. 
tein ( L9 2) provided eYidence to the effect that the level of unemployment does not 
affect inflation when lagged money growth i taken into account. He insisted that ··rapid 
money growth is inflationary at all levels of unemployment"' ,p.143°. 
Benderly and Zwick ( 19 4) concluded that unemployment and lagged money growl h 
affect the rate of inflation and relative energy price al o strongly affects inflation. [n 
contrast to the findings of both Modiglian i-Papademos and Stein. they emphasized that 
both the level of unemployment and lagged money g rowt h a ffect inflation when using a 
preferred measure of unemployment and a suming I he effect of eneruy p ri ce . 
:\[ehra ( L991) noted the cau ality between the inflation and waue growth. He found 
that there is a relation hip between the lon,g-term mo\·emenls in the rate of ,e;rowth 
in prices and labor cost . However. the rate of in flat ion causes waue urowth and waue 
0 0 
growth doe not cau e inflation. Basically. hi report doe - not support the a umption of 
the price-markup of the inflation process in the expPctations-ai1gmentecl Phillip -curve 
model. l'onn·r ely. it upporL the original wage-type Phillip -curYe model that past 
inflation and the past output gap can forecast future wage growth well. 
'ome s tudie ha\·e compared and tested the explanatory power and foreca t perfor-
mance of the inflation- rat e models. The e studies a rc as fo llows: 
Rea ( 19 3) compared the explanatory power of three models of inflation and un-
employment over the 1 95- l979 period. The e three model are Key nesian model with 
a negatively sloped Phillipi. curYe, . ' tein ·s ( 197 ) monetarist model without a Phillips 
curve relation. and the natural ra.le model with a vertical Phillips cur ve. He found that 
no model can explain inflation and unemployment well O\·er the entire time span ince 
t 95. During the t 95-19.56 period Keynesian model with a negati\:ely sloped Phillip 
curw described inflation and unemplo~·ment better than other two models. Durinu the 
H).57-1979 period Stein's monetari s t model was superior to other two models. He in -
ferred that there are at least two ob -tacles so that it is difficult to find a general theory 
of inflation and unemployment. The firs t obstacle i the changes in inflationary expecta-
tion . :'\ot only the effect of changes in the monetary :. tandard and policy rules should 
be known through allowance but also the time at which people realize the implication of 
these changes ha\'e to be taken into account. The econd obstacle is that it is difficult to 
find stable functional relationship because the uradual changes in labor contracts and 
the economic en,·ironment. He suggested an appropriate method should be found to 
permit t hese developments to be in corporated int o models when they happened rather 
than refer them as s pecial effects. 
tockton and Glassman ( 19 7 ) tested the inflation forecasting performance of se\·eral 
model . They e ti mated a kind oft he equations of agi:i;regat e price o\·er a general period 
and then made comparisons to dynamic simuJations beyond the pe ri od of estimation. 
~roreover. they explained "the ~e n it i\·ity of the foreca t performance of each model 
to the choice of it s specification .. p.lOl:'. Finally. they found Phillip cun·e perform 
heller in the period of 19 1-19 4. bu I it doe not fi I 1 he model well before 19 1. The 
equation of the monetarist model predict as well as in the earlier periods and better 
than the expectations-augmented Phillips cun·e in :,Ome cases. However, in the final 
three forecasting periods , the predict performance of I hese equations was much worse. 
Rangazas and Abdullah (19 ) described a general empirical model which is both 
a good approximation to the actual process (J'eneratina the data and which combines 
the models used in past studies. They thought that a good model should include all 
rnriables which are important theoretically and empiri cally. They replaced annual data 
with quarterly <lat a. They found that gon·rnment purchases. unemployment and relative 
price of energy are not significant factors explaining inflation after one year. Their study 
implies the effects of go\·ernment purcha es . unemployment and relati\·e price of ener(J'y 
hould be considered in a hort-run model. 
CHAPTER 3 THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL MODELS 
Theoretical Models 
Haslag and Ozment ( 1991 ) pre ented the general inflation-rate model which combines 
the monetarist model a nd the expectations-augmented Phillip -curve model. They de-
ri,·ed the general model by using a t heoretical framework of aggregate demand and 
aggregate supply. The slope of aggregate supply curve of the monetari t model i \·er-
t ical due to the as::. umption that the labor market. a lways clears at it s full-employment 
le,,eJ. The lope of agurerrate supply cun·e o f the expectations-augmented Phillip -cun·e 
model is hori zontal due to the assumption that prices are a marked-up over wage . The 
11eneral model with the positive ~ lope of aggregate upply cun·e can be reduced to the 
monetari st model o r the expectation -augmented Phillips-curve model by set ting par-
ticular coefficient to be zero. The rate of inflation inc rea e in order to depre s demand 
growth or timulate s upply growt h when the demand urowth exceeds the su pply urowth. 
Con,·ersely, the rat e of inflation decreases in o rder to induce more demand growth or le s 
supply growth when the supply growth excC'ed the demand growth. In short. t be rate 
of inflation increases or decreases in order to maintain the commodities market eq uilib-
rium. 'The imple equations of aggregate demand and aggregate supply that include the 
factor that affect demand growth a nd supply growl h are as follows : 
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where all variables are measured a natural logarithms and 
y = output 
d denotes demand 
denotes supply 
l denote the current time period 
.\/ = l he money supply 
P = the price level 
(; = government expenditures 
yP = the potential level of output 
u• = the nominal wage rate 
w· = the full-employment real v;a,e;e rat e 
v 1 • Oz • and o 1 > 0 
( :3 .1) 
( 3.2) 
In equation ( 3.1 ). aggregate output demand re ponds po iti,·ely to go,·ernmenl ex-
penditu res and the le,·el of real money balances (t he gap between the loa of the money 
up ply and the log of the price le,·el ). Aagregate up ply equation ( 3.2 ) is po iti,·ely 
related to the potential level of output. a nd negati,·ely related to the difference between 
the real wage rate and its full-employme nt level. 
Ii is assumed that wages are contracted before all the hock are reali zed . Essentially. 
labo rers t ry to obtain a real wage using expected inflation and the demand pre -ures 
observed last period. The expression of wage growth is the followina: 
ll't = ,,\ ll't-1 - ( 1 - A ) 7£' ~ - 1i· • • . - ( ( Ci- I - C -1 ) ( 3.3 ) 
LI 
where 
u: = the rate increase in the nominal wage 
r.e = the expected inflation rate 
iz,·• = the expected growth rate in t he market-cleari ng real wage rate 
[" = t he unemployment rate 
r = the natural rate of unemployment 
Equation (3.3) indicates that nominal wage growth is positi\·ely related to the lagged 
value of nominal wage growth . the expected rate of inflation. the expected ~rowth rate 
o{ the market-clearing real wage rate, and the difference between the actual and natural 
unemployment rates. These three equations (3 .1. 3.2 and 3.3) constitute the beha\·ioral 
equations of the theoretical general inflation-rat e model. A reduced form in rr1 can be 
derived as follows : Assume that output demand is equal to output s upply (equation 
3.4) . Substitute (3. 1) and (3.2) into (3.4) to obtain equation (3 .. 5). The lag value of 
equation (3.5) is equation (3.6). ubtracting the equation (:3.6) from the equation (3 .5). 
to obtain equation ( 3. 7). Substitute for J/1 - J/1_1 . P, - Pr- 1 . Gt - G1 - 1 . Yi - yf _1 . W t -
LL't - t w; - w;_1 with .i/1 • 7r1 , G,. yf . Wt, t~·; to get equation (3. ). Substitute for nom-
inal wage growth with equation (3 .3) to obtain equat ion (3.9). o lve (3.9) for rr1 to 
obtain the reduced form, equation ( 3.11 ). 
( 3.1) 
yr - ¢1 ( Wt - Pt - w; ) ( 3.2) 
IL' t >. ii·1 -1 - ( 1 - >. ) [ r.; - it.· · ~ 
1 
-8( C-1 - 1 - l"i -1) ( 3.3) 
d • 
Yt = Y1 (3.-1) 
0 (3 .. 5) 
1 ' 
0 (:3.6) 
( Y:' - Yf-1 ) 
-01 [( U't - ll't -l) ( '.3. ; ) 
- - • 1 
ll't - ;rt - u·, 0 ( 3. ) 
..I- ( Ci l [ ·, -1 ) - ;rt - ti:; } = 0 ( 3.9) 
(3.10 ) 
l - -
Trr = {a1 .\ft+ <12 G1 i/:. +- d>1 ,\ tL't-1 - ( 1 - A) ;r~ ] 
a 1 - 01 . 
-01 ,\ii··· - ( ti·· - ti· · · i J ....... 018(C-1 - c 1-1)} (3.11 ) 
The equatio n (3 .11 ) is t he theoret ical general inflation-rate model. According to thi 
equation . inflatio n is positi\·ely relat ed to change in money arowth. ao\·ernment - pending 
growth. ch a nges in las t period' waae growth and the (J'ap between t he ac tual and na t-
u ral unemployment rates . It is al o neaati,·ely relat ed to pot ential output g rowt h and 
the growth in the market -clearing real wage rate. 
The gene ral model is red uced to the mo netari s t mo del by ass uming t he wages are o 
Aexi ble that the labor market a l ways clears at i l. full -employment level. It mean the 
real wage i always equal to its market -clearing le ,·el ( u•1 - P1 = u:; ) and o 1 i equal to 




\·1 c·· ·p. u1 . c - a2 ' t - Y1 , ( 3.1 2) 
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Equatio n (3 .12 ) indicale that inOation is related onl y to money growth . go \'ernment -
spending growt h and potential ou tput arowt h. 
The general model is reduced to the expectations-augmented Phillips-curw model 
by assuming t ha t there i some degree of wage stickiness that permits underemployment 
and overemployment (i.e .. employment can be above o r below full employment). Cnder 
the o riainal ass umption of price-markup in the expectations-augmented Phillip -cun·e 
model. the agg regate s upply curve is horizontal at a price [e ,·el which is equal to the 
wage rate plu a re ervation-markup. In t his model 1e· i re«arded as a target real wage 
rate . rathe r than t he market clearing real wage , re fl ecting the desired markup of price 
above unit- labor costs. In order to affect the as um pt ion that firms follow the marku p 
cheme. o 1 is as umed to be infin ity. The resulting eq uation i as follow : 
if1 = ,\ tl'1 - 1 - ( i - ,\ J1T'7 ] - [\ ii" . - ( u/ ii· " ) J-!.. 8( t,_1 [ -t - I ) ( 3 .1 3 ) 
Eq uation (3.13) shows t he rate of inflation is in fluenced by the factors which mo\·e the 
augregate -upply cun·e. but is not d irect ly affected by shift in the aggregate demand 
curve. :\Joney g rowth affects t he inflatio n via t he unemployment-rate gap term. 
The monetarist model t. hat only prices a re influenced by s hift in aggregate demand 
an d t he expec tations-auumented Phillips-curYe moclrl tha t only output i influenced 
by hift in aggregate demand are the s pecial ca.e· of the general model. The gen-
era l model with the positi ve aggreuate supply cun·e conside r both. In term · of equa-
tion (3.1 L). the monetaris t version drop the t erms of lagged values of wage growt h and 
t he unemployment-rate gap . The expectations-augmented Ph.illips-cun·e \'er sion drop · 
the te rm of money growth and go,·ernment-expenditures g rowth. 
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Empirical Sp ecificat ion 
ome of \·ariables hown in the equation (:3. LI ) are \'ery difficult to tran late directly 
into ob ervable data. ~ I oreover. there are ome important factors that hould be con-
sidered in the formulation of the empirical model. Commonly. the g rowl h rate of the 
market-clearing real waO'e rate is affected by factors inrnh·ing the production function 
and labor demand and al so hy labor supply factor . Furthermore. these factor will af-
fect inflation by their impact on potential output. Pro<lucti,·ity arowth and the growth 
rate of raw materials influence labo r demand, and labor force g rov .. ·th inOuences labor 
supply. For example, if producti,·ity growth increases. labor demand will inc rea e and 
then the growth rate of market-clearing real wage will increa e in order to eliminate 
d iseq uili b rium in the labor markt>t. ff the supply of raw materials increases . the demand 
for labor will move in the same direction and then the growth rate of market-clearing 
real wages also will rise. :\ the growth rate of market-clearing real wages rise . the rate 
of inflation falls a equation (:3.11 ) indicates. The increases in the productivity growth 
and the g rowth rate of raw material induce greater growth rate of potential output in 
the commodities market and th i leads to lower inflation. Reaarding labor supply. when 
labor force growth ri ses the growth r ate of the market -clearina real wage rate decreases 
in order to maintain the equi librium in the labor market. When the growth rate of 
the market-c learing real waae rate decreases . the rate of inflation increa es. On the 
ot her hand. a greate r growth rate of the labor force resul t in the hiaher growth rate of 
potential output and then the rate of inflation must decrea::ie in order to maintain the 
equilibrium of the commoditie market. Potential output g rowth ha the areater effect 
on the rate of inflation. so inflation i inversely related lo labor force growth. 
In thi ·tudy, we use output per hour of all persons in the nonfarm bu ine secto r a-
t he mea ure of productivity. the percentage change in the labor fo rce part ici pat ion rate as 
labor force growt h a nd the changes of the price of food relat.ive tot.he general price level 
and the change · of the price of energy relative' to the general price level a the growth rate 
of raw material . All of these rnriable are 'U!!;ge ted by Tatom ( 19 1 ). Hafer ( 1!) .3 ). Gor-
don ( 19 .)), tockton and truckmeyer (19 9),and ~ l ehra ( 1990 ). There is the expected 
value of the growth rate of the market -clea ring real wage rate in the equation (3 .11 ). The 
ample means of the growth rates of productivity, the labor fo rce . and t he raw materials 
are reuarded as the expected ,-alues of these \·ariables. The expected inA.ation rate is not 
directly obse r rnble, hence, one of the alternative ways i that usinu these factors in the 
equal ion ( 1.11) to forecast inflation. Assuming that expected inflation i conditioned on 
information avai lable at previous period. the expected inflation rate relies on the lagged 
values of the factors in equation (3.11 ). 
Empirical Models 
Empirically. the models are con tituted by the ob ervable data which stand for the ef-
fects of changes of the growth rate of t he rnarket-clearina real wage rate and the expected 
inflat ion rate conditioned on information a\·ailable at the previous period. Inflation in 
t he empirical general model is a function of the growth rate of the adju ·ted monetary 
base . the urowth rate of uovernment expenditures. the growth rate of the average hourly 
compen ation of all employees in the nonfarm business ecto r. the labor participation 
rate . the growth rate of the mean-adjusted outpu t per hour of all per ons in the nonfarm 
busi ness sec tor. the easonally adjusted con::> umer price index for energy relative to t he 
·easonally adj usted consumer price index le s food and energy, the easonally adjusted 
consumer price index for food relative to the seasonall y adjusted consumer price index 
le food and eneruy. the gap between the ci\·ilian and natural unemployment rate. and a 
dummy ,·ariable for the time period in which price controls were in effec t. The empirical 
general model i represented a the followi Ill?; ex pre ion: 
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The gen eral m o d e l 
m1 nt2 m J m~ '"~ 
IT I Co 'L 31 Jl1-1 'L f.1 (;t -1 ~ T 1 ii 1 _, L...J ,\c u·1-• , (1 LBF1_, ~ 
1=0 1-0 •=I •=l i = l 
m ~ m7 ins mg 
_,_ 'L Jl t p(),_, + v, RP E1 - 1 ..L Lf.1 RPF1-1 c.......J R1 gape -• "---' 
•= I •=I •=I •=l 
- 1D1 (3.H) 
where 
7r = rn.te of increase in the GNP defiator 
_\I = the ,e:rowth rate of the 't. Louis Federal Re ·erYe Bank' adjusted monetary 
base 
G = the arowth rate of goYernment expenditure 
ii• = t he growth rate of the ave rage hourly compensation of all employees rn the 
nonfarm busine sector 
LBF = labor force participation rate 
PG = the urowth rate of the mean-adjusted output per hour of all per ons in the 
nonfarm business sector 
RP E = the sea onally adju led consumer pri ce index for energy relative to the 
seasonally adjusted consumer price index less food and energy 
RP F = the ·easonally adjus ted consumer price index for food relati,·e to the -ea-
sonally adju sted consumer price index less food and energy 
C = the civilian unemployme nt rate 
[' = the natural unemployment rate 
gap = c - r = the difference between r and c 
D = the dummy ,·ariable that ha the rnlue l from Q L 1911 to Q..t 1972 and 0 
otherwise. 
(' . J . . T, ,\. ( • /L. I/. ~. fJ. are parameter estimates 
m . 1 = I. 2. 3 . -l ...... 9 stand for the lag; leng,thc; of the ,-ariable::-
The monetarist model 
The empirical monetarist model is dc ri\·ed from the empiri cal gene ra l model. The 
variab les of the unemployment- rate gap and lagged values of wage g rowth are not in -
eluded in the monetarist model. Although, the equation (3 .12) doe· not inclu<le the 
expected inflation rate , it is fai rly common to keep the te rms of the lacrcred \'alues of the 
inflation rate and money growth in the equation to account for dynamics. Beyond that. 
the ,·a ri able of supply hock such as the relati,·e price of ene rgy hould al o be included 
in the monetarist model. since upply :-;hock affect potential output. [n conclu ion. the 
g rowth rate of the average hourly compen:,at ion of all employee in t he nonfarrn busine 
sector and the gap between the civili an and natural unemployment rates a re d rop ped 
from the general model to y ie ld the mo net a ri s t model. The monetari s t model can be 
expressed as follows: 
m1 rn 2 "1) m~ 
7r1 Co L: J, .\/,_, ~ lt (.;,_, --J Tt i'ic- 1 2= .t LBF1-1 .;_J 
•=O •-0 r=l 1=1 
me '" - m3 µtic,_, L...J 111 RP E, ~t RPF1_, - , D1 ( 3.1 .), -.......J .:.......J 
t=l •= l •=I 
Th expectation -a ugment ed Phillips-c urve mode l 
The em pirical expectations-augmented Phillips-cun·e model is derived from the em-
pirical aeneral model. }.loney g rowt h and gove rnment -spending growt h are not included 
in the expectation -augmented Philli ps cun·e model. [n this model. the aggregate s upply 
curve i horizontal ·o that the hift in the aggregate demand cun·e do not affect the 
price [e ,·el. Thi means that shift s in the agaregate demand cun-e do not directly affect 
I he rate of inflation. tatistically. the ·um of coefficients of contemporaneou and lagged 
,·alue of money growth and the contemporaneous ,·alue of go,·ernment-spending growth 
2-1 
are equal to zero. Hence. the rnriable:. of the growth rate of the adjusted monetary base 
and the growth rate of the a,·era,ge hourly compen ation of all employee· in the nonfarm 
busine secto r are dropped from the ~eneral model to yield the expectation -augmented 
Phillip -cun·e model. The expectations-augmented Phillips-curve can be expressed as 
follow : 
m3 m" m, mA 
iit C'o - J T i ift -i ,\ ti•t-1 (t LBF,_, Lilt P·c:l-• ~ "'-' ----•=1 1-1 1-1 •= I 
m; ma m 9 
:L v1 RPE1_, ;- "'-' ~t RP F, L (:}t gapt-1 - ID, (3.16 ) 
t=l •=I •=I 
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CHAPTER 4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
Data Description 
[n this tudy. the time- eries data that were collected and used are a litt le different 
with the data reportedly used by Haslag and Ozment in their original paper. In the 
term of the growth rate of the 't. Louis Federal Re en·e Bank· adjusted monetary base. 
we \\·ill convert the monthly adjusted monetary ha e series to quarterly data and then 
calculate the growth rate. At 11.r t. we will calculate lhe sum of every three values and 
then divide the value by three to get the quarterly data. For example. we will add the 
,·alues of January. February and \ larch and then divide the um-rnlue by three. We 
will regard the rnlue a a quarter datum. Then we will recalculate the sum of ,-alues 
of A pril. \lay and June. and then di,·ide the value by three. \\"e will gel next quarter 
datum .. \ 11 mon t hly data will be converted to quarterly data by the same process. After 
gettincr the quarterly adju ted monetar~· base series. we will calculate the crrowt h rate by 
u ing first differences of the logarithms. In the term of the growth rate of gove rnment 
expenditures. the growth rate oft he aw rage hourly compensation of all employees in the 
non farm bu ine s sector and the rate of increa e in t.he G ~ P deft at or. we will directly 
ge t t he quarterly serie data. \Ve ju ·t need to calculate the growth rate by using first 
difference- oft he logarithm ·. [ n the term oft he arowt h rate oft he mean-adj u ted out put 
per hour of all persons in the nonfarm business ector, \\"e will calculate the growth rate 
of the quarterly data by u ing firs t d ifference of the logarit hm s . and then adju t the mean 
by subt racting the sample mean from the quarterly ~rowth rate. In the term of the labor 
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force participation rate. we \\"ill divide the ci,·ilian labor force ( 16 year and order ) by 
the civilian non-in ·titutional population and multiply by 100 to ha,-e th labor force 
participation rate. expressed as a percentaae. Then. we \\"ill convert the rf'~ulling data 
·erie lo a quarterly data eries. The seasonally adjul>ted con umer price index for eneruy 
relative to t he seasonally adjusted con urner price index less food and enerp;y is obtained 
by dividing the "ea onally adjusted consumer price index for energy by the ·easonally 
adjusted consumer price index les food and ener~y. The easonally adju , ted consumer 
price index for food relative to the seasonally adjusted consumer price index less food 
and energy is computed simi larly. We will get the monthly series data (RPE and RPF ). 
Due to the lack of series data o[ the seasonally adju::.ted con umer price index for energy 
from 1957 to UJ65 \\"e will sub titute the mi ina rnlue with the nonsea·onally adju ted 
con umer price index for energy at the ame period -. Of course. we have to conve rt 
these eries t.o the quarterly series. ln the ter m of the gap between the civilian and 
natural unemployment rate. we will con ,·ert the erie of the ci,·ilian unemployment to a 
quarterly series . and \\"e will regard the nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment 
as the natural unemployment rate. We will use the annual fiaure for all four quarters of 
each year. Finally. we will have the gap by subtracting the natu ral unemployment rat e 
from the civilian unemployment rate. In the term of the dummy Yariable. we will set 
its ,-alue at one from Ql 1971 to Q.J. 1972. \\"hen wage and p rice control were in effect. 
and zero otherwise. 
Selection of the A ppropriate Lag Le ngt hs of Variables 
The ch\\"artz Bayesian Criteria ( BC' ) method was employed to determine the ap-
propriate laa length for the lagged dependent rnriahle. and then it wa:. employed to 
determine the appropriate lag length. for the independent variable . The ' BC' method 
involves minimizi ng the residual sum of quares of a regre ion ubject to a penalty for 
·r - I 
l he loss of degree~ of freedom. ,\ dcling a.not her lagged Yariable lo a regress ion dec reases 
t he residual -.um of ·quarei. and thu tends to decrease BC'. but it also tend to in-
c rea-e BC' through the penalty term fo r lo of degree · of freedom. The approp riate 
lag lenoth is deteruiined by the smallest BC'. For exam ple . I he appropriate lag length 
fo r the in fl at ion ra t.e ( t.he lagged dependent var iable) is det e r mi ned by t he smallest value 
of "BC' which is ma nipulated by using the BC' equat ion. The appropriate number of 
lagered value of t he money growth is determined by u -ing the same procedure a sum-
ing t he lag leng th for inflation i known. Repeat the a.me s teps for t he independent 
variables, t reat ing the inflation rate as the manipulated variable. Schwart z Bayesian 
C rit eria ( BC' ) i represented by I he followincr exp ression: 
S BC = ' T ln ( rt.mlual um of qua re ) · ...L • n In ( T) (·LL ) 
where 
T = number of usable obi.en ·ations 
n = number of parameter e tima ted 
In this study, we consider 149 obse rvations and ten lagged values . Table 4.1 presents 
BC for the lagged dependen t variable and each independent rnriable. The table shows 
the SB C of the inflation rat e i:,, the mallest at lag lengt h three (432.7630), owe will 
select three as the number laµ;gecJ val ues of inflat io n rate in the equation. \\"ith the 
t hree lacrged values of the growth rat e of inflation known . Table 4.L s ho ws the s rnalle t 
BC (431. -5 77 ) fo r the growth rate of the adju led monetary base is fo r a laaged value 
o f zero. the s m a lle -t SBC (431. 106) fo r the growt h rate of the gove rn ment-spendincr 
is for the lagacd ,·alue of zero . t he rnallest BC (-131.7-1.).5 ) for the g rowth rate of the 
nominal wage is at the lag lenat h of o ne. the smalles t B C' ( 431 .. 5110 ) for the labor force 
participation g rowth rate i for the lag length of o ne. the -malle t BC' (431.631 i ) fo r 
the growth rate o f producti,·ity is for the lag length of one. t he ma.lie l B C' (-1:36.7771) 
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Table 1.1 The BC' of each ,·ariable 
The Order of Lags 
Variab le 0 2 3 ,5 
ii 4.j.J:.9-ll6 -132.19-11 132.1630. 433 .1.56 ..J36.6090 
.\[ 43L:.Si7 • -l3-l..2601 43 .991.5 -l-16.--1937 -l-1. . 592 -169.9267 
(; -l3 I . L06 • 437 .4116 442.60 ,5 l..J 5 .. 1930 446.60 2 467. 734 
u· -131. 7 -l.).j . -13 .421 ·l-13.9 22 4-4-0. <; y9:3 -i.69. 7220 
LBF -137.5110 · -l42.393-l ·l-17.2022 446.10:30 464.6964 
P·c 437.63L7 " 4-12.2970 •146 .. 592.5 44 .6i'cc 4 70.2727 
RPE -136 . 7711 · -l.fl.6731 -145. 1239 -1-!.5. 9.520 -*6.5. 736 
RPF -13.5.2691 · -l-10.0704 H.5.5693 441.1003 469.5962 
gap -13-1.3010 . 441.Q.5,5.5 446.0961 44 7. 2.5 6.5 467.439.5 
,. indicates the smalle-t ,·alue of ·BC' 
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fo r the growth rate of the rdalive price of energy i~ fo r t he lag length of one, the 
-mallest ' B C' ( n5.2697) fo r the g;rowt h rate of the relative price of food i . fo r the la~ 
length of one . and the smallest ' BC' (-! :3-l.3070) for the unemployment-rate gap i - for 
the lag le ng th of one. Figu res 1. 1, 4..2. 4.3 . -l..J and -! .. ) · how t he ' BC' graphically. 
fn conclusio n from t he tes t o f SBC', we et m 1 - 0. m 2 = 0. m3 = 3, m4 = 1, ms = 
l. m 6 = l. m 7 = l. m = 1 and m 9 = 1. The . chwartz Bayesian criter ia ( 'B C' ) 
indicates t hat the equation should include the contemporaneou ,·alue of the 1Trowth 
rate of the adjusted mo netary base, the contemporaneotts value o f t he growth rate of 
government expenditures three lagged values o f inAa l io n. one lagged valne of the g rowth 
rate of the nominal wage. o ne lagged ,·alue of t he labor force participation rate growth. 
one lagged ,-alue of the productivity growth. one lagged ,-alue of the growth rate of the 
relati,·e p rice of ene rgy. one lagged value of the 1Trowth rate of the relative price of food . 
a nd one lagged n due of t he unemploy ment-rate gap. v\'e wil l use these lag st ructures in 
the ueneral. monetarist , and ex pec tations-augmented Phillips-cun·e model s. 
Model pec ification 
The gener al model is desc ribed by t he following ex pression: 
The monetari t model is described by the following expre sion: 
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The expectalion~-auumente<l Phillips run·e is described by the following expre sion: 
1f"t 
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Co - r, ;r,_, - \ 1 lL't-l - Ct LBF1 1 - µc PC:t-1 
i....-J 
(4.4) 
Regression A na lysis 
Corre lat ion coeffi cien t 
The least squares procedure wa employed to e timate these model . The rate of 
inflation is the dependent \·ariable) the other terms are independent variables, and the 
error term should be added in these equations (-l .2. ·L3 and ..J..! ). C0 is the consta nt term 
or intercept of thi equation. J. 8, T. \. (, /L. 11 . ~. 11. ; are parameters. We will estimate 
these parameter by using leas t squares method which means minimizing the error sum 
of square . Table -l.2 presents the correlation coefficients between the inflation rate (de-
pendent rnr iable) and other potential explanatory ,-ariables. The correlation coefficients 
of the contemporaneou ,-alue of the growt h rate of the adjusted monetary ba·e( .\!1 ) . 
the con temporaneous rnlue of the g rowth rate of government expenditure ( c:t). the 
lagged one rnlue of the growl h rate of wages (ti.•, 1 ) . the lagued one rnlue oft he growth 
rate of productivity ( p·c;1_ 1 ) • t he lagued one value of the growt h rate of the relative 
price of energy(RPE1_ 1 ) and the gro\\'th rat e of the relati,-e price of food (RPF,_i) 
are all icrnificanlly differen t from zero at the .)- percent level. These results indicate 
that these potential explanatory rnriable are ignificantly correlated with the rate of 
inflation. HoweYer. the correlation coefficients of the lagged one Yalue of the labor force 
participation rate ( lBFt-il and the lagged one ,-alue of the unemployment - rate gap 
(!Jap1_ 1 ) are not si(Tn ificantly different from z<>ro at the .j-percent [e,·eL which means 
these two varia.bles ha Ye low explanatory power to the rate of i nAation. 





























"'"' indicate that the co rrelation coefficient is significantly differe nt from zero al the 
.5- pcrcent level. 
P a rameter es timates for three models 
The regres ion results are pre ented in Table 4.3, 4.-1 and 4 . .J. one table for each 
model. Table 4.3 contains the result s from thee timating the equation of the (Teneral 
model. All of the significant coefficient ha,·e the hypothesized sign. The coe ffi cients on 
the one and two la(Tged rnlues of the growth rate of inflation. the larrQ"ed one ,·alue of 
the ~rowth rate of wages , the lagged one rnlue of the growth rate of the relati,·e price of 
:3 I 
food. and the lagged one value of the unemployment-rate gap are s tatist irally ignificant 
at the 5-percent le,-el . These coefficients ugge t that increases in the wage growth. 
the growth rate of the relative price of food. and the unemployment-rate gap re ult in 
higher inflation. The adjusted R-square, a proportion of the variation in the inflation 
rate •Nhich is explained by the multip le regress ion equation , is 0.7074. 
Table 4A reports the regres ·ion result s of the est imating equation of the monetarist 
model. All of the ·ignificant coefficients have the hypothesized ign. The coefficients on 
the one and two lagged values of the inflation rate are stati sticall y significant at the.)-
percent level. In addi tion , the re are stati stically significant coefficient s at the LO-pe rcent 
level for the three lagged value of the inflation rate and the relative price of food. The 
adjusted R- quare is 0.6 01. 
Table ·L1 contai ns the regression results from es ti mating the equation oft he expectations-
augmented Phillips-curve model. All the significant coefficients except t ha.t fo r the labor 
fo rce participatio n rate have the hypothesized sign. In addition . it also report that there 
are statistically significant coefficients at the .5-percent leYel on the one and two lagged 
values of the growth rate of inflation. the one lagged value of the growth rate of the 
wage, the one lagged value of the relative price of food, and the one lagged value of the 
unemployment -rat e gap. There are stati stically sign ifi can t coefficient on the one lagged 
value of the arowth rate of the labor force participation rate and the dummy variable at 
the 10-percent le,·el. The report hows that increa es in t he wage growth. the relative 
price of food and the unemployment-ra te gap result in higher inflation. The adjusted 
R-sq uare is 0.1061. 
Out-of-Sample Forecasting Tests 
In this section. we will di sc uss the forecasing tests and compare the goodness of the 
forecasts of the three model . We use the one-step-ahead forecast s which means that 
Table 4.3 The parameter e:.timatc. for the general model. 
Ql / 1957-Ql 199<:1 
Coefficient tandard T for HO: 
Variable Estimate Error Parameter=O Pro T 
Intercep t - 3.0.555 l.H39 - 2.151 •• 0.032.5 
.\I1 0.0102 0.0530 1.32.) 0.1 16 
(:t 0.0122 0.0161 0.132 0.4652 
;r,_ l 0.210.5 0.0 ~ ~17 2.3-1:'1·· 0.0204 
if t - 2 0.2367 0.0 16 2.702 .. 0.007 
;rt - 3 0 .13/ 1 0.0 .56 1.603 0.1114 
tl't I 0.150 0.07.)0 2.012 .. 0.0463 
LBF1-1 0.0160 0.01.59 l.Oll 0.313/ 
p'c;c-1 0.01-11 0 .0-l-! I 0.316 0.l.52r 
RPE1 l 0.00-l I o.oo:~; 1.246 0.21.50 
RPF1 l 0.01 0 0.00 2 2.219 .. 0.02 2 
!)OP1 - 1 - 0.0913 0.0:307 - 2.979 .. 0.00:34 
D 0.2410 0. l.54 .i 1..561 0.1209 
'"' indicate ignificance at the .)-percent level. 
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** indicates significance at the .5-percent level. 
* indicates significance at the 10-percent level. 
T fo r HO: 
Parameter= O Prob > \T i 
- 0. 69 0.3 65 
1.041 0.2971 
0. 61 0.3909 
3.730·· 0.0003 
3,537•· 0.0004 
1.6 i· 0.0950 
0.016 0.9 73 
0.05.5 0.9.564 
- 0.913 0.3627 
l. 02· 0.073 
0.661 0 .. 509 
-lO 
Table 4 .. 5 The parameter e tirnat.es for the expectations-augmented 
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xx indicates significance at the .5-percent level. 
,.. indicates jgnificance at the 10-percent level. 
T for HO: 
Parameter=O Prob > T 
- 2 .. 599 .. 0.0104 
2.604 •• 0.0103 
2 .624 •• 0.0097 
1.645 0.1023 
2.1 0.0304 
i.775 · 0.0 7 1 
o. :3 36 0.7371 
1.0 0 0.2 20 
2 .330 •• 0.0213 
- 2. 29·· 0.0054 
l. 52· 0.0662 
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forecast - of the inflation rate in time period t u::.e all the information arnilable a t that 
time. [n other words, we are assumed to know the lagged ,·alues of each of the variables, 
and then use the parameter e timates which are updated each period a new information 
becomes available lo foreca. ·t the next period"s inflation rate. For exam ple. we fit the 
general model. the monetari st model and the expectations-augmented Phillip -curve 
model using the time serie data for Ql 195 7-Q4 19 .9 to get the parameter e tirnates 
for each regression equation. Then we use these parameter e ·timate to forecast inflation 
with each of the three models for Ql 1990. \Ve will refit the three models usina the se ri es 
data fo r Ql / 19.57 - Ql 1990 and forecast the inflation for Q2/ 1990 u ing the updated 
parameter est imates. vVe keep refitting the models using ucce si ,·ely more obsen·ations 
and forecasting one-step-ahead until we run out of data. Table -l .6 indicates that the 
forecasting re ults from Ql L990 to Ql 1994. figures -L6.4.7 and -l. · show the ob en·ed 
value a nd t he predicted values for these three models. In general, the three model 
capture the trend of disinflation during the forecast period. However . all three forecast 
series display considerable less short-ru n volatility than does the actual inflation series. 
The forecasting accuracy of these three models was compared with the computat ion of 
the mean square error (:\I E) for each of the model . The formula of mean quare error 
is as follows : 
'" 
--J ( X n- ! - -"n-t )2 
.\I ~ E t =I --- ----
m 
( .f .. 5) 
where 
X = obserYed value 
X = predicted ,-alue 
n = the size of sample used to find estimator 
m = the size of post -sample 
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Table 4.i indicat es that the t>Xp<'ctatiom-augment ed Phillips- rnn•e model has the 
:.mallest ~r 'E. which mean the prediction of the expectation -augmented Phillips-
curve model of the inflation rate from Ql 1990 to QI 109-t are in o-ene ral more acc urate 
than either the general or l he mo net arisl models. 
Discussion 
The results of this study are different from tho ·e of the o ri o-inal paper. The ma-
nipulated value~ of variable in the original paper are not known. But, the sources o( 
some variable are not the ame. For example, for the orio-inal paper. the se ri e - of the 
natural rate o( unemployment were calculated by using the methodology developed by 
Peter Clark (19 2 ). However, in thi - study we u eel the nonacceleratin(T inflation rate 
of unemployment which i from the C'ono-ressional Budget Office as the natural rate of 
unemployment. 
Ha lag and Ozment provided e \·idence that the general model i a better predictor 
than ei ther the monetarist or expect at ion -augmented Phillip -cun ·e model . Both mon-
etary and nonmonetary factors are important to explain the rate of inflation. Thi means 
that the o-eneral model which encompasses the monetarist model and the expectat ions-
a ugmented Phillips-curYe model has the most explanatory power. [n reo-ard to the 
determina tion of the appropriate lag leng;ths . they identified equation (:3 .1-t ). the gen-
eral model, by u ing the chwartz criterion met.hod . The Schwartz crite ri on indicate 
that t he contemporaneous value and one lagged ,·alue of the o-rowth rate of the adjusted 
monetary base. and the contemporaneous value of crovernment expenditures o-rowth are 
included in the equation. Furthermore, the ch\\·artz criteri on indicate that two lacrged 
\·alues of the i:rrowth rate of inflation. the unemploymen t -rate aap. the o-rowth rate of 
wage . and the arowth r ate of the relali\·e price o( energy are included in the equation. 
The one lagged ,·alue of the growth rate of productivity. the labor force participation 
Table -1.6 \"alues of one-s tep-ahead forecast , Ql , 1990 - Q l l 99-1 
Period General .\ f onetarist Phillips-curve Actual Values 
Ql 1990 1.163 1.11.J:T 1.1613 1.2636 
Q2 1990 L.3070 1.1931 1.3023 1.070.5 
Q3/ 1990 1.3 60 1. 2.539 1.3743 0.9713 
Q4/ 1990 1.2699 1.21.50 1.2266 1.0490 
Qt 1991 1.1774 1.0 67 1.1.500 1.2100 
Q2 1991 1.1396 1.209 1.1362 0.6 -19 
Q3/ 1991 1.0529 LO 70 l.Oi5.5 0.6 03 
Q-1 11991 0.9202 0.9.566 o. 9.56 0 . .591.5 
Ql 1992 o. 6 .5 0. 7il o. 23 1.0059 
Q2/ 1992 0.9309 0.960.S 0.9052 0.6650 
Q3/ 1992 0.9009 0.9.5 .5 O. u7 0 0.3309 
Q4 11992 0. 937 0. 725 o. 7910 0.65 4 
QI 1993 0.6961 0.1109 0.6 97 0.73.56 
Q2/ 1993 0.6645 0.79 9 0.6190 0.-1063 
Q3 1993 0.6 3 0 · l L 26 0.6342 0.3239 
Q4 1993 0.664 0.6973 0.6006 0. :322 
Ql ' l994 0 .. 5.563 0 .. 56 2 0 . .53 2 0.6426 
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growt h rate. and the growth rate oft he rel a t i \'e price of food are included in t li e equa-
tion. ln hort. the Schwartz criterion identifies that the appropr iate lag lengths a re 
m 1 = 1. m 2 = 0. m 3 = 2. m4 = 2, m 5 = l , m 0 = 1. m, = 2. m I , m9 = 2. 
However . this study indicates that the quation include the contemporaneous terms 
of the growlh rat.e of the adjusted monetary ba e and the government expenditures 
growt h. the one lagged value of the wage growlh, the labor force participation arov.1 th 
rate . t he growth rate of productivity. the growt h rate of t he relati\·e pri ce of energy. 
the growth rate of the relative price of food and the unemployment-rate gap (m 1 = 
0. m 2 = 0. m3 = 3 . m 4 = 1. m 5 = l. m6 = l , m 7 = 1 . m = 1. m 9 = 1 ). In the 
result of the coefficient estimates for the general inflation-rate equat ion , they found that 
the coeffic ients on the one lagged \·alue of inflation rate and t he growth rate of the ad-
justed monetary base. and the two lagged value of t he growth rate of t he relati ve price 
of e nergy and the growth wage were stati stically significant at the .5-percent level. Th is 
indicates that there is at leas t one tatis tically significant coefficient at the .5- percent 
le\rel on lagged values of the growth rate of the monetary base, inflation rate . the growt h 
rate of the relati ~·e price of ene rgy. a nd wage growth. In other words. increases in the 
growth rate of the adjusted monetary base. wage growth. and the growth rat e of the 
relati ve price of ene rgy result in higher inflation ra te. There is st ati st ically signifi cant 
coefficient at the 10-percent level on the lagged value of the growth rate of product ivity. 
\[oreover. the coefficients on the one a nd two lagged values of the unemployment-rate 
gap we re tati st ically significant indi vidually at the 6-percent and -percent level. How-
e ve r. thi s present. study indicates that the coeffi cients on t he two lagged value of the 
inflation rate, and the one lagged value of the growth rate of wages . the growth rate of 
the relati,·e price of food and the unemploy ment-ra te gap are stat ist ically significant at 
the .)-percent level. In the result of the one- ·tep-ahead fo recasts . they presented that 
the predi ction of the inflation during the 19 Os of t he general model is more accu rate 
than either the monetarist or expectations-augmented Phillip -curve models . The mean 
error of I hese three models were noL -ignificanlly different from ze ro. which means Lhat 
fo recas t s of each of these three models a re unbia-ecl. They calculated 1he root mean 
square error (R.\I ' E) . The RM E of the general model is t he lowest. i.e .. the gene ral 
model has st rong explanatory power on l he rate of inA.at ion. However 1 thi s pre ent study 
indicates that the expectations-augmented Phillip -cune model is mo re accu rate than 
other t wo models, i.e., it has the stronger explan ato ry power for the rate of inflation . 
Table 4.7 \>LE for three models 
~lodel .\I E 
General 0.0904 
Monetarist 0.10.52 
Expectations-Augmented Phillips-C urve 0.0796 
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CH APTER 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sumn1ary 
~Iany macroeconomi ts haYe di scussed the cau-e of inflation. ~Iany analysts and 
foreca ters have tried 10 pre ent good theories and bu ild appropriate models to explain 
and forecast the rate of inflation. During the last se\·era.l decade the C. . inflation rates 
have fluctuated d ramatically. Before Q3 I1967 the average annual rate of inflation was 
2. Ll6 percent.. In the periods Ql / 1974 - Q-l. / 1975 and Q11 19 0- Q4/ 19 1. the ave rage 
annual ra,tes of inflation were . 64 percent and 9.2 percent. After that. the inflation 
rate gradually decreased to ave rage about ~ or 4 percents. In this study we compare 
and di ·cu the "eneral. monetari st. and expectation-augmented Phillips-curve models 
-uggested by Haslag and Ozment. The "eneral model combining the monetarist model 
and t he expectat ions-augmented Phillips-cun·e model is a good approach with trong ex-
planatory power. The monetarist model and the expec tations-augmented Phillips-curYe 
model are the special cases of the general model. The general model can be reduced 
to the indi\·idual models by setting particular cons trains. These model a re derived 
from a theore tical framework of aggregate demand and aggregate supply. The empirical 
specification includes ob ervable variable and some important factors. The empi ri cal 
general model consis ts of the rnriables o f the growth rate of the 't.Louis Federal Resen·e 
Bank· adju sted monetary base ( J I ), the growt h rate of "°'··ernrnent expenditure (C; ). 
the growth rate of the average hourly compensation of all employees in the nonfarm 
busines ector ( U:·). the labor force participation rate ( LBF ). the growth rate of the 
.)Q 
mean-adju t c:>d output per hour of all persons in the nonfarrn bu ine!'ls sector ( iC), the 
seasonally adjusted consumer price index for energy relati,·e to the ea onally adju ted 
consumer price index less food and energy ( RPE ). the seasonally adjusted con~ umer 
price index for food relative to the easonally adjusted consumer price index !es food 
and energy ( RPF ), the unemployment- rate gap (gap), and a dummy variable (D) for 
a brief time period in which ITO\·ernment wage a11d price control were in effect. The 
empirical monetarist model which a sumes wage are :-o flexible that the labor market 
always clears al it full-employment ]e,·el drops I he terms of the .~rowth rate of the 
ave rage ho urly compensation of all e mployee in the nonfarm business sector ( iii) and 
the unemployment-rate gap (gap) from the ueneral model. The expectations-augmented 
Phillips-curve model which as ume there i some degree of \\·age stickines that per-
mits underemployment and overemployment drop the terms of the g rowth rate of the 
St.Louis Federal Reserve Bank·s adjusted moneta.ry base ( .l/) and t he growth rate of 
government expenditures (G) from the general model. This study is tote t whether the 
uene ral model i superior to either the monetarist or expectations-augmented Phillips-
curve model by using the L . <}Uar terly data. ample period u ed in this paper 1 
longer than th at used by Haslag and Ozment (19.57 - 94 rather than l9.59- ) a nd the 
data employed are a little different. 
At fir t. we determine the appropriate lag lenuth for the lagued dependent and 
independent ,-ari ab les by usino- t he ' chwar tz Saye ian Criteria (. BC' ) method. The 
appropriate lag length of the inflation rate is three. the appropriate lag length of the 
growth rate of the t.Louis Federal Reserve Bank's adju sted monetary ba ·e and the 
urowth rate of government expenditures is zero. Thi::. mean that there are only contem-
poraneom effec t s on these two rnriables. The appropriate lag length of other variable is 
one. \\'e then analyzed correlation coefficient and parameter estimate · for these three 
models. These variables except t he lago-ed one ,-alue of labor force participation rate and 
unemployment-rate gap are significantly correlated with the rate of inflation. The result 
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of parameter estimates for the general model indicates that increases in t he wage growth. 
the growth rate of the relative price of food. and the unemployment-rate gap result in 
a higher inflation rate. The result of parameter estimates for the monetarist model in-
dicates that the three lagged values of the growth rate of inflation and one lagged value 
of the growth rate of the relative price of food are statis tically significant at 5-percent 
or 10-percent levels. The result of parameter estimates for the expectations-augmented 
Phillips-curve model indicates that the two lagged values of the growth rate of inflation, 
the one lagged value of the growth rate of the wage. the one lagged value of the growth 
rate of the relative price of food. the one lagged value of t he unemployment-rate uap, 
t he one lagged value of the labor force participation rate and the dummy variable are 
stat istically significant at .5-percent or 10-percent levels. In short, increases in the wage 
growth, the growth rate of the relative price of food. the labor force participation rate, 
and the unemployment-rate gap result in higher inflation rate. The adjusted R-square 
of these three models are 0.7074, 0.6 07. and 0.7067. Finally, we test the out-of-sample 
forecast performance. Forecasting the rate of inflation from Ql / 1990 to Qlf 1994 by 
using the method of one-step-ahead forecasts and comparing the forecasting accuracy 
of these three models by calculating mean square error ( MSE ). We conclude that the 
expectations-augmented Phillips-curve model has the smallest M SE value i.e .. the model 
has better prediction performance than eit her the general or monetarist models. 
Conclus ions 
The results of this study indicate t hat expectations-augmented Phillips-curve model 
provides powerful explanation on the rate of inflation. \t\ie compare these three models in 
an one-step-ahead forecasting test. The expectat ions-augmented Phillips-curve model 
present better forecasting performance over the period of 19.57-1994. This analysis 
does not support the results which are presented by Haslag and Ozment. They have 
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ascert ained that the general model which combine features of two different theorie i 
useful in explai ni ng the rat e of inflation. :\Ioreove r. t hey tested the general model ha 
better forecasting accuracy. In thi s study we extend the sample periods and analyze 
the::.e variables using the appropriate sta ti sti c method . The test does not show the 
general model is s uperior to the monetari st or expectations-augm ented Phi llips-cun;e 
models . However, the resu lts rep resent that the expectations-augmented Phillips-curve 
model is better than the monetari st model and the gene ral model in explaini ng and 
fo recasting t he rate of inflation. 
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APPENDIX COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The splus program of SBC for Tr 
"sbcpi.prg"< -
func tion () 
{ 
pi <- scan("pi . out") 
n3 < - length(pi) 
xpi <- matrix(O, 148, 10) 
SBC.pi < - c(rep(O, 10)) 
TT <- n3 - 1 0 
m3 <- 0 
repeat { 
} 
m3 <- m3 + 1 
xpi [m3: 148, m3] < - pi [ 1 : (1 49 - m3)] 
ypi <- pi [ (m3 + 1): 14 9] 
ls.pi <- lsfit(xpi[m3 : 148, l:m3], ypi)$residuals 
pisum .res < - t(ls.pi) %* % ls.pi 
SBC.pi[m3] <- (TT* l o g(pisum . res)) + 
if (m3 == 10) 
break 
((m3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
return (SBC. pi) 
} 
The splus program of SBC for M 
"sbcm.prg " < -
function () 
{ 
pi < - scan( "pi . out ") 
mhat <- scan ( " ambsl. out " ) 
n3 <- length(pi ) 
SBC . m <- c(rep(O , 11)) 
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x.pi < - cbind(pi [3 : 148 ], pi[ 2 :147], pi[l:146 ] ) 
y.pi < - pi[4:149] 
TT <- n 3 - 10 
mll < - - 1 
m12 < - 0 
repeat { 
mll < - ml l + 1 
xm . pi < - cbind(x.pi , mhat[ (3 + 1 - mll ) : (149 - mll) ]) 
ls . roll< - lsfit(xm.pi, y.pi)$residua l s 
r epeat { 
mllsum.res < - t(ls . mll) %*% ls.mll 
SBC.m[ml l + 1] <- (TT* log(mllsum.res)) + 
if (mll == 3) 
break 
m12 <- ml2 + 1 
((mll + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
y.ml2 <- pi[(ml2 + 3 + 1):149) 
x.ml2 <- cbind(xm . pi[2: {146 - m12 + 1), ] I 
mhat (1: (146 - ml2)]) 
ls.ml2 <- lsfit(x.ml2, y.ml 2 )$residuals 
m12sum.res < - t(ls.ml2) %*% ls.ml2 
SBC.m[m12 + 4] < - (TT* log(ml2sum.res)) + 
if (ml2 == 7) 
break 
((ml2 + 3 + 3 + 1) * log(TT )) 
} 
return( SBC .m) 
} 




pi <- scan ("pi. out") 
xphat <- scan ("xp.out") 
n3 < - length (pi) 
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SBC.xp < - c(rep(O, 11)) 
x.pi <- cbind(pi[3:148], pi[2 :147], pi[1:146]) 
y.pi <- pi[4:149] 
TT < - n3 - 10 
xpll <- - 1 
xp12 <- 0 
repeat { 
xpll <- xpll + 1 
xxp.pi < - cbind(x.pi, xphat[(3 + 1 - xpll): (149 - xpll)]) 
ls.xpll <- lsfit (xxp.pi , y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
xpllsum.res <- t(ls.xpll) %* % ls.xpll 
SBC.xp[xpll + 1) <- (TT* log(xpllsum . res)) + 
((xpll + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
if(xpll == 3) 
break 
xp12 < - xpl2 + 1 
y . xp 12 < - pi [ ( xp 12 + 3 + 1) : 14 9 ] 
x.xp12 <- cbind(xxp.pi[2 : (146 - xpl2 + 1), 
xpha t [ 1 : ( 14 6 - xp 12) ] ) 
] I 
ls.xp12 < - lsfit (x .xp12, y .xp12)$residuals 
xpl2sum.res < - t ( ls.xp12) %* % ls . xpl2 
SBC.xp[xp12 + 4] < - (TT* log(xpl2sum.res)) + 
if(xp12 == 7) 
break 








pi <- scan ("pi. out ") 
wagehat < - scan ("wage. out") 
n 3 <- length (pi) 
SBC.w < - c(rep(O , 10)) 
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x.pi <- cbind(pi[3:148], pi[2:147], pi[l:l46]) 
y.pi < - pi[4:149] 
TT <- n3 - 10 
wll <- 0 
wl2 < - 0 
repeat { 
wll < - wll + 1 
xw.pi <- cbind(x.pi , wagehat[(3 + 1 - wll): (149 - wll)]) 
ls.wll <- lsfit(xw.pi, y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
wllsum.res <- t(ls.wll) %* % ls.wll 
SBC .w[wll] < - (TT* log(wllsum . res)) + ((wll + 3 + 1) 
* log (TT)) 
if(wll == 3) 
break 
wl2 < - wl2 + 1 
y.wl2 <- pi[(wl2 + 3 + 1):149] 
x.w12 <- cbind(xw.pi[2: (14 6 - wl2 + 1), 
wagehat [1: (146 - w12)]) 
ls.w12 < - lsfit(x.wl2, y . wl2)$residuals 
wl2sum.res < - t(ls .wl2) %* % l s. wl2 
] ' 
SBC.w[wl2 + 3] < - (TT* log(w12sum.res)) + 
if(w12 == 7) 
break 








pi<- scan( "pi . out") 
lbf <- scan ( "lbf. o ut") 
n3 <- length (pi) 
SBC .lbf <- c(rep(O, 10)) 
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x.pi < - cbind(pi[3:14 8] , pi[2:147], pi[l:l46]) 
y.pi <- pi[4:149] 
TT < - n 3 - 10 
lbfl <- 0 
lbf2 < - 0 
repeat { 
lbfl <- lbfl + 1 
xlbf .pi <- cbind(x.pi, lbf[ (3 + 1 - lbfl) : (149 - lbfl)]) 
ls.lbfl < - l sfit(xlbf.pi, y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
lbflsum . res <- t(ls.lbfl) %* % ls.lbfl 
SBC.lbf[lbfl] <- (TT* log(lbflsum.res)) + 
if(lbfl == 3) 
break 
lbf2 <- lbf2 + 1 
((lbfl + 3 + 1 ) * log( TT) ) 
y . lbf2 <- pi [ ( lbf2 + 3 + 1) : 14 9] 
x.lbf2 <- cbind(xlbf .pi[ 2 : (146 - lbf2 + 1), 
lbf[l: (14 6 - lbf2) ] ) 
] , 
ls.lbf2 <- lsfit(x . lbf2, y.lbf2 )$residuals 
lbf2sum . r es <- t(ls .lbf2) %* % ls.lbf2 
SBC . lbf [lbf2 + 3) < - (TT * log(lbf2sum . res)) + 
if(lbf2 == 7) 
break 
( ( lbf2 + 3 + 3 + 1 ) * log (TT) ) 
} 
return(SBC. l bf) 
} 




pi <- scan ("pi. out") 
pghat <- scan( " ahcnf .out " ) 
n3 <- length (pi) 
SBC.pg<- c(rep(O , 1 0)) 
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x.pi <- cbind(pi[3:14 8], pi[2 :14 7], pi[l:l46]) 
y. p i < - pi[4:149] 
TT < - n3 - 10 
pgl < - 0 
pg2 < - 0 
r epeat { 
pgl < - pgl + 1 
xpg.pi <- cbind(x.pi, pghat[(3 + 1 - pgl): (1 4 9 - pgl) ]) 
l s .pgl <- l sfit(xpg.pi , y.pi)$residuals 
} 
repeat { 
pglsum . res <- t(ls . pgl) %*% l s .pg! 
SBC . pg[pgl] < - (TT* log(pglsum . res)) + ((pgl + 3 + 1) 
* log (TT)) 
if (pgl == 3) 
break 
pg2 <- pg2 + 1 
y.pg2 <-pi[ (pg2 + 3 + 1) :14 9) 
x . pg2 < - cbind(xpg.pi [2 : (14 6 - pg2 + 1), 
pg hat [ 1 : ( 14 6 - pg2) ] ) 
] , 
l s .pg2 <- l sf i t(x.pg2, y.pg2)$residuals 
pg2sum.res <- t(ls.pg2 ) %* % ls.pg2 
SBC . pg[pg2 + 3 ] < - (TT* log(pg2sum.res)) + 
if (pg2 == 7) 
break 




The splus program of SI3C for RPE 
"sbcrpe . prg" <-
function () 
{ 
pi < - scan ("pi . out") 
rpe <- scan("rpe . out ") 
n3 <- length (pi) 
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SBC.rpe < - c(rep(O , 10)) 
x.pi < - cbind(pi[3:148], pi[2:147], pi[1: 14 6]) 
y.pi < - pi[4: 14 9] 
TT <- n 3 - 10 
rpel < - 0 
rpe2 < - 0 
repeat { 
rpel < - rpel + 1 
xrpe.pi <- cbind(x .pi , rpe[ (3 + 1 - rpel): (149 - rpel)]) 
ls.rpel <- lsfit(xrpe.pi, y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
rpelsum .res <- t(ls.rpel) %*% ls .rpel 
SBC .rpe[rpel] <- (TT* log(rpelsum.res)) + 
if(rpe l == 3) 
break 
rpe2 < - rpe2 + 1 
((rpel + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
y.rpe2 <- pi[(rpe2 + 3 + 1) :149] 
x.rpe2 <- cbind(xrpe .pi[2 : (146 - rpe2 + 1) , 
rpe[l:(l46 - rpe2)]) 
] ' 
ls.rpe2 <- lsfit(x.rpe2, y.rpe2)$residuals 
rpe2sum . res < - t(ls.rpe2) %*% ls.rpe2 
SBC . rpe[rpe2 + 3 ] < - (TT* log(rpe2sum . res)) + 
if (rpe2 == 7) 
break 
((rpe2 + 3 + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
} 
return(SBC . rpe) 
} 




pi <- scan ("pi. o u t " ) 
rpf <- scan ( " rpf . o u t") 
n3 < - length(pi) 
SBC .rpf < - c(rep(O, 10)) 
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x.pi < - cbind(pi[3:148), pi[2:147], pi[l:l46]) 
y . pi < - pi[4:149] 
TT <- n3 - 10 
rpfl < - 0 
rpf2 < - 0 
repeat { 
rpfl < - rpfl + 1 
xrpf.pi <- cbind(x.pi, rpf[ (3 + 1 - rpfl): (149 - rpfl)]) 
ls.rpfl <- lsfit(xrpf . pi, y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
} 
rpflsum . res < - t(ls . rpfl) %* % ls.rpfl 
SBC.rpf[rpfl] < - (TT* log(rpflsum.res)) + 
if ( rp f 1 == 3 ) 
break 
rpf2 < - rpf2 + 1 
((rpfl + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
y.rpf2 <-pi[ (rpf2 + 3 + 1) :14 9] 
x.rpf2 <- cbind (xrpf.pi[ 2 : (146 - rpf2 + 1), 
rpf[l: (146 - rpf2)]) 
] I 
ls.rpf2 <- lsfit(x.rpf2 , y.rpf2)$residuals 
rpf2sum . res < - t(ls.rpf2 ) %* % ls. r pf2 
SBC.rpf[rpf2 + 3] <- (TT* log(rpf2sum.res)) + 
if(rpf2 == 7) 
break 
((rpf2 + 3 + 3 + 1) * log( TT )) 
return (SBC. rpf) 
} 




pi < - scan ("pi. out") 
gap <- scan ("gap. out") 
n3 < - length (pi) 
SBC.gap< - c(rep(O, 10)) 
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x.pi <- c bind(pi[3:148], pi[2:147] , pi[l:146]) 
y.pi < - pi[4:149] 
TT < - n3 - 10 
gapl < - 0 
gap2 < - 0 
repeat { 
gapl <- gapl + 1 
xgap .pi <- cbind(x .pi, gap[(3 + 1 - gapl): (149 - gapl)]) 
ls.gapl <- lsfit(xgap .pi , y.pi)$residuals 
repeat { 
gaplsum.res <- t(ls.gapl) %*% ls.gapl 
SBC.gap[gapl] <- (TT* l og(gaplsum.res)) + 
if(gapl == 3) 
break 
gap2 <- gap2 + 1 
((gapl + 3 + 1) * log(TT)) 
y.gap2 <- pi [ (gap2 + 3 + 1): 149] 
x.gap2 <- cbind(xgap.pi[2 : (146 - gap2 + 1), 
gap [l: (146 - gap2)]) 
] ( 
ls.gap2 <- lsfit(x.gap2 , y.gap2)$residuals 
gap2sum . res <- t(ls.gap2) %* % ls . gap2 
SBC.gap[gap2 + 3] <- (TT* l og(gap2sum . res)) + 
if(gap2 == 7) 
break 





Tl w ~<1.<1 progr<1 m of regression e1 na lysis 
data setl; 
infile "- / thesis/ahcnf.dat"; 
input year ql - q4; 
array A{4} ql-q4; 




drop ql q2 q3 q4; 
data set2; set setl; 
if PG=O.O then delete; 
lagPGl=lag(PG); 
GrowthPG=(log(PG)-log(lagPGl))*lOO; 







proc print data=PGhat; 
run; 
data Mhat; 
infile" -/thesis / ambsl.dat"; 
input datel ambsll; 
input date2 ambsl2; 
input date3 ambsl3; 







infile " -/thesis/clfl6ov.dat "; 
input datel clfl6ov; 
infile " -/thesis /cnpl 6ov.dat"; 
input date2 c npl6ov ; 
LBF={clfl6ov/cnpl6ov)*l00; 
drop date2 clfl 6ov cnpl6ov; 
run; 
data set2;set setl; 
id=l; 
if mod( N ,3)=1 then id=( N +2) / 3; 
if mod(-N-,3)=2 then id=(-N-+1) / 3; 
if mod(=N=,3)=0 then id=(-N=)/3; 
data LBF;set set2; 
by id; 
if first.id t hen QUALBF=O; 
QUALBF+LBF /3; 
if mod( N ,3)=0; 
LBFlagl=Tag(QUALBF); 





input datel cpiengsl; 
infile " -/thesis/cpilfesl.dat "; 
input date2 cpilfesl; 
RPE=(cpiengsl/cpilfesl)*lOO; 





if mod( N ,3)=1 then id=( N +2)/3; 
if mod(-N-,3)=2 then id=(-N-+1) / 3; 
if mod( N=,3)=0 then id=( N=) / 3; 
data RPE; 
s e t set2; 
by id; 
if first.id then QUARPE=O; 
QUARPE+RPE / 3; 
if mod( N ,3)=0; 
drop id-RPE ; 
RPElagl=lag(QUARPE); 
RPElag2=lag(RPElagl); 
pro c print data=RPE; 
run; 
data setl; 
i nfile "- / thesis/cpiufdsl . dat"; 
input datel c piufdsl; 
infile " -/thesis / cpilfesl.dat"; 
i nput dat e2 cpilfe sl; 
RP F= (e piufds l /cpilfe s l )*l OO; 
d rop date2 c piufds l cpilfe sl ; 
r un ; 
data s e t2 ; 
set set l; 
id= l; 
if mod( N , 3 ) =1 t hen id= ( N +2) / 3 ; 
if mod(-N- , 3) =2 t h en id= (- N- +1) /3 ; 




if first . id then QUARPF=O; 
QUARPF+RPF/3; 
if mod( N ,3)=0 ; 
drop id-RPF ; 
RPFlagl=lag(QUARPF ) ; 
proc print data=RPF; 
run; 
data setl; 
infile " -/thesis/ophnf.dat"; 
input year ql-q4; 
array A{4} ql-q4; 




drop ql q2 q3 q4; 
data wage; set setl; 
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if W=O.O then delete; 
Wlagl=lag(W) ; 
Growthw=(log(W) -log( Wlagl))*lOO ; 
Growlagl=lag(Growthw); 
Growlag2=lag(Growlagl) ; 
proc print data=wage; 
run; 
data setl; 
infile " -/thesi s / pgnp2"; 
input year ql-q4; 
array A{4} ql-q4; 




d r op ql q 2 q3 q4; 
data deflato r; set setl; 
if PI=O.O then delete; 
Pilagl=lag(PI); 
Growt hPI= (log(P I ) - log(Pilagl))*lO O; 
GrPi l ag l=lag(GrowthPI); 
GrPilag2=lag(GrPilagl); 
p r oc print data=deflat o r; 
run; 
data un; 
infile " -/thesis / unrate .da " 
i npu t datel unratel; 
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***************************xx********************x****************** 
input date2 unrate2; 
input date3 unrate3; 
QUNRATE=(unratel+unrate2+unrate3)/3; 
infile "-/thesis/nairu.dat"; 












proc print data=nia; 
run; 
data set2; 
merge Pghat Mhat LBF RPF RPE wage deflator un nia; 
data march; 
set set2; 
if year=71.1 or year=72 . l then DUMMY=l; 
Else DUMMY=O; 
keep year I devlagl Growthm Gromlagl LBFlagl RPElagl RPElag2 
RPFlagl Growlagl Growlag2 GrowthPI GrPilagl GrPilag2 
gaplagl gaplag2 Growthxp DUMMY; 
pro c corr; 
var devlagl Growthm Gromlagl LBFlagl RPElagl RPElag2 
RPFlagl Growlagl Gro wlag2 GrowthPI GrPilagl GrPilag2 
gaplagl gaplag2 Growt hxp DUMMY; 
pro c REG; 
mo d e l GrowthPI=Growthm Gromlagl Gro wthxp GrPilagl GrPilag2 
Gr owlagl Gro wlag2 LBFlagl devlagl RPElagl RPElag2 
RPFlagl gaplagl gaplag2 DUMMY; 
proc p r int data=march; 
r un; 
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pi <- scan("pi.out") 
mhat <- scan("ambsl.out") 
ghat <- scan("xp.out 11 ) 
wagehat <- scan ( " wage. out") 
lbf < - scan( 11 lbf.out 11 ) 
pghat < - scan("ahcnf.out 11 ) 
rpe <- scan( 11 rpe.out") 
rpf < - scan ( "rpf . out 11 ) 
gap < - scan ("gap. out 11 ) 
A <- matrix(O, 17, 13) 
pifo re <- pi[l:l32] 
DD < - c (rep ( 0 , 5 6) , rep ( 1 , 8 ) , rep ( 0 , 6 8 ) ) 
k < - 0 
repeat { 
} 
k < - k + 1 
xpi <- cbind(pi[3:(130 + k ) ], pi[ 2:(130 + k - 1)], 
pi[1:(130 + k - 2)]) 
xpi.fore < - cbind(mhat[4: (131 + k)], ghat[4: (131 + 
k)] , xpi, wagehat [3 : (130 + k)], 
lbf[3 : (130 + k) ] , pghat[3: (130 + 
k)], rpe[ 3: (130 + k)], rpf[3: (130 + 
k)], gap[ 3: (130 + k)], DD[4: (131 + k)]) 
A[k, ] < - lsfit(xpi.fore, pi[4: (131 + k)])$coef 
pifore[k + 1 3 2] <- A[k, 1] + A[k, 2) * mhat[131 + k + 
if ( k == 1 7) 
break 
1 ] + A[k, 3) * ghat[131 + k + l] + 
A[k, 4) * pi[130 + k + 1 ) + A [k, 5] 
* pi[130 + k] + A [k, 6) * pi[130 + 
k - 1]+ A[k, 7] * wagehat[13 0 + k + 
1] + A ( k, 8 ) * lb f ( 13 0 + k + 1] + 
A (k, 9) * pghat[130 + k + 1) + A(k, 
10) * rpe[1 30 + k + 1) + A [k, 11] * 
rpf[130 + k + 1] + A[ k, 1 2] * gap[130 + 
k + 1] 
MSE.pifore < - sum((pi[133:149] - pifore[133:149])A2) / 1 7 
ppl < - ts(pi, start= c(1957.1) , frequency= 4) 
ppfo re < - ts(pifore, start= c(l957.1), frequency = 4) 
p~ot(ppl , xlab = "year " , ylab ="inflation", type= "n") 
lines(ppl, lty = 1) 
lines(ppfore, lty = 2) 
abline(v = 1990.1, l t y = 2 ) 
legend(1960.1, 2.5, legend= c (" o b s erved '' , " p redicted"), 
lty = c( l, 2 ) ) 
ret urn ( list(coef.gel =A, f o re . gel = pifore[l33 :14 9] , 
MSE . pifore . gel = MSE .pifore ) ) 
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pi <- scan( "pi.out " ) 
mhat < - scan ( " ambsl. out") 
ghat < - scan ( "xp. out") 
lbf <- scan ( " lbf . out") 
pghat < - scan( " ahcnf.out") 
rpe < - scan( " rpe.out") 
rpf <- scan( " rpf.out") 
A < - matrix(O, 17 , 11) 
pifore <- pi [ 1: 1 32] 
DD < - c(rep(O , 56) , rep(l , 8) , rep(O , 68)) 
k <- 0 
repeat { 
} 
k <- k + 1 
xpi < - cbind(pi[3: (130 + k)], pi[2: (130 + k - 1)], 
pi[1:(130 + k - 2)]) 
xpi.fore <- cbind(mhat[4: (131 + k)], ghat[4: (131 + 
k)], xpi, lbf[3: (130 + k)], 
pghat[3 : (130 + k)], rpe[3: (130 + k)], 
rpf[3 : (130 + k)], DD[4 : (131 + k) ] ) 
A[k, ) < - lsfit(xpi.fore, pi[4: (131 + k) ] )$coef 
pifore [ k + 132) <- A[k, 1) + A [k, 2 ) * mhat[131 + k + 
1) + A[k, 3 ] * ghat[131 + k + 1) + 
A[k, 4] * pi[130 + k + 1) + A[k, 5) 
* pi [130 + k] + A[k, 6) * pi (130 + 
k - l]+ A[k, 7 ) * lbf[1 30 + k + 1) 
+ A[k , 8) * pghat[l30 + k + 1] + 
A[k, 9) * rpe[130 + k + 1) + A(k, 
1 0 ]* rpf[1 30 + k + 1) 
if (k == 1 7) 
break 
MSE.pifore < - sum((pi[1 33 :149] - pifore[l33:149])~2) / 1 7 
ppl < - ts(pi , start= c (l957 .1), frequenc y= 4) 
ppfore < - ts(pifore, start= c (1957.1), frequency= 4) 
p l ot(ppl, xlab ="year", ylab ="inflatio n", type = " n") 
lines(ppl , lty = 1) 
lines(ppfore, lty = 2 ) 
abline(v = 1990.1, lty = 2 ) 
legend(1960.l, 2.5 , legend= c( "observed", "predicted"), 
lty = c(l , 2)) 
return(list(coef .mo ne = A, f o re.mone = pifo r e [133:149), 
MSE.pifo re.mone = MSE.pifo re ) ) 
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pi<- scan ("pi.ou t " ) 
wageh at <- scan ( " wage.out") 
lbf < - scan ( " l bf. out") 
pghat < - scan("ahcnf . out") 
rpe < - scan ( " rpe. out ") 
rpf < - scan ( "rpf. o ut") 
gap <- scan ( " gap . o u t " ) 
A<- matrix(O , 17, 11) 
pifore <- pi[ 1 :132] 
DD < - c (rep ( 0 , 5 6) , rep ( 1, 8) , rep ( 0, 6 8 ) ) 
k < - 0 
repea t { 
} 
k < - k + 1 
xpi < - cbind (pi[3 : (130 + k)], pi[2 : (130 + k - 1)), 
p i[ 1:(130 + k - 2))) 
xpi. f ore < - cbi nd(xpi , wa gehat[3: (130 + k)], lbf[3: (130 + k)], 
pghat[3: (130 + k)], rpe [ 3: (130 + k)], 
rpf[3: (130 + k)], gap[3: (130 + k)], 
DD [ 4 : { 131 + k) ] ) 
A[k , ] < - l sfit(xpi.fore , pi[4: (131 + k)))$coef 
pifor e[k + 1 32) <- A[k, 1 ) + A[k, 2) * pi[130 + k + 1) 
+ A [ k, 3] * pi [ 13 0 + k) + 
if(k == 17) 
break 
A[k, 4] *pi[130 + k - 1) + 
A[k, 5 ) * wagehat[l30 + k + 1] + 
A[k, 6) * lbf[l30 + k + l] + 
A[k, 7] * pghat[130 + k + 1) + 
A [ k, 8] * rpe ( 13 0 + k + 1] + 
A [ k, 9 ) * rp f ( 13 0 + k + 1 ) + 
A (k, 10] * gap(130 + k + 1) 
MSE.pifore < - sum((pi[133 : 149] - pifore[13 3 :149J) A2) / 17 
ppl < - ts(pi , start= c(1957.l), frequency= 4) 
ppfore <- ts(pifore, start= c (1957.1 ) , frequency= 4) 
plo t(ppl, xlab ="year " , ylab ="inflation" , t ype= "n") 
lines(ppl, lty = 1) 
lines(ppfore, lty = 2) 
abline(v = 1990.1, lty = 2) 
legend(l960.l, 2.5 , legend= c (" observ ed", " p redicted" ) , 
lty = c (1, 2)) 
r e turn(list(coef.ph =A, fore . ph = pifo re[l 33: 149] ) , 
MSE.pifo re.ph = MSE.p i f o r e ) 
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